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The ancient Egyptian cult — both divine and mortuary — can be shown to be based on a tripartite distinction: that between action, iconic representation and recitation. Action can be said to be represented in relief and commented upon in language; representation can be said to be acted out through action and interpreted by recitation; and recitation can be said to be framed by a scene both represented in relief and enacted through ritual. However one chooses to view it, there is an interpretive relationship between language (recitation) and the other two modes of symbolization — action and representation. In what follows I attempt to investigate the function of language and interpretation in ancient Egyptian ritual.

1. The Symbolic Structure of the Holy

One of the first occurrences of the Egyptian word ntr, which we translate as “god,” was found in a biographical inscription in a tomb that reads: “He made his gods in a form that cannot be erased.”1 What this text refers to are the inscriptions and representations in the tomb for which a new technique had indeed been invented. But, one may ask, what is so divine about hieroglyphs that they can be referred to as “gods?” To my way of thinking, it can only be their symbolic character. For hieroglyphs are symbols which represent meaning; in other words, they are visible signs that stand for something invisible, in the same way that sacred symbols stand for the divine — which belongs to another invisible, remote and otherwise unap-
proachable dimension. Although this definition overestimates the power of symbols and may also underestimate the power of the divine, it corresponds very closely to the Egyptian approach to reality, which is marked by a strong belief in the power of symbols. And the power of a symbol resides precisely in the fact that it is not what it represents. This is what imbues symbols with meaning. For, in itself, as a "fetish," a symbol is nothing—a piece of stone, or wood, or gold. It is as an element in a bipolar relationship linking it to an entity in the other dimension that it becomes powerful. Its power is, therefore, relational, contextual and conditional. And to receive and exert this power, it must be different.

To illustrate the above point, I shall refer to a development that took place in the same period to which the tomb inscription belongs. Parallel to the invention and elaboration of writing, the items with which tombs were equipped underwent a fundamental three-stage transformation: (1) the burial chamber store-rooms are filled with provisions of real food and commodities; (2) the real commodities are replaced by models made of imperishable material (stone); (3) the provisions are just listed in a stone inscription, and the mortuary cult consists primarily of the recitation of a menu comprising some 80 to 120 different dishes. In other words, in the third stage, the real provisions and food offerings of the first stage are turned into a sacred text, the recitation of which is deemed far more efficient than the real thing: it has more representational power because it is more different, more symbolical, more divine.

We may assume that the cult underwent similar transformative stages during the same centuries. In a first stage (which, of course, is rather conjectural) the gods are embodied in those objects which later come to be regarded as their symbols, and the rites signify what is really being enacted. Thus, pulling a rope means pulling a rope, slaughtering an ox means slaughtering an ox, etc. Therefore, if one wants to offer water to the dead or to a deity, one just pours water on an offering plate. But in the ensuing process of transformation this primordial unity is split into two different dimensions, which are as carefully distinguished from one another as they are correlated by means of a very elaborate system of sacred symbolism: (1) the dimension of the here-and-now of the cultic action, and (2) the dimension of
the not-here and not-now of sacred meanings. The here-and-now of cultic enactment is viewed as a hieroglyph representing a meaning belonging to another dimension. The early sacred texts recorded in the pyramids — the oldest extant body of sacred texts in the history of mankind4 — still show traces of this process, especially in the use of deictic pronomina.5 The earlier texts use “this” and “here” to point to the actual cultic situation; the later texts use “that” and “there,” “yon” and “yonder” to point to the remote sphere of sacred meaning. The establishment of this semiotic difference, the creation of this other dimension of sacred signification, is perhaps among the most typical and important features of Egyptian religion.6

2. What is a Sign?

Though I deal almost entirely with cultic symbolism in this paper, in Egypt, sacred semiosis — or the process through which something comes to acquire a specific meaning in a specific cultural context and comes to function as a “signifier” in relation to something “signified” — is by no means restricted to this area. Other spheres of signification include the cosmic sphere,7 where the gods manifest themselves in form of what, in Egyptian, is called hprw or “transformations,” “emanations,” as well as the political sphere, where sacred meaning is acted out by the king through his official actions. In the latter, the king has a status similar to that of the cult image: he serves as a “living image” of the highest or “state-god.”8 Common to all kinds of sacred symbols — cult images, cosmic phenomena, royal appearances — is that they have a distinctive visible form. They are not the gods themselves, but “stand for” and “point to” the divine, serving as vessels for a divine presence which is never substantial but always relational and contextual. But they are not mere images of the bodies of the gods, with the same outward appearance; they are in fact the bodies of the gods. The gods are conceived as powers that are free to assume or inhabit a body of their choice, and the cult images may serve — for the time of sacred communication — as their body, as might also, e.g., a cosmic phenomenon such as the sun-disk, the inundation of the Nile, a tree, an animal or the king.
This function and understanding of the statue as a sacred symbol manifests itself most clearly in the funerary cult. Thus, while we take the thousands of these statues that fill our museums to be portraits or "likenesses" of the bodily appearance of their owners, they are in fact the bodies themselves—substitute bodies to be inhabited, in the context of cultic communication, by what the Egyptians called the Ka of the person. They are bodies for the Ka.9

But statues and symbols are not in themselves potential bodies of the divine; they have to be turned into bodies and made suitable for divine indwelling by being submitted to a ritual of purification, consecration and vivification called "the Opening of the Mouth,"10 a very similar ritual practice that also existed in Mesopotamia.11 In Egypt, this vivification ritual is administered not only to statues but also to all kinds of sacred objects, including whole temples.12 This ritual is an actual rite de passage marking — and bridging — the decisive ontological distance between a material object, produced by craftsmen, and a sacred body, inhabited by the divine. In a text called "The Teaching for Merikare" there is a passage which makes this distance and difference perfectly clear:

While generation succeeds generation
God who knows characters is hidden;
One cannot oppose the lord of the hand,
He reaches all that the eyes can see. 13
One should revere the god on his path,
Made of costly stone, fashioned of bronze.
A flood may be replaced by another flood,
But no river allows itself to be concealed,
It breaks the channel in which it was hidden.14

The distinction drawn in this text opposes god as a hidden power — invisible and irresistible — to a god made of precious stone or bronze, and compares the difference to that between an artificial watercourse and a living river. A cult image, then, is like a channel in its function as a vessel of divine presence; and it can be replaced by another image, as one filling of an artificial
basin can be replaced by another one. But the hidden god is like a river, which may disappear for a while but then reappears to break all dams and channels. (Note that, for the Egyptians, the idea of “river” implies the notion of inundation; one should perhaps even translate “the river,” because, for the Egyptians — at least until the New Kingdom — there was only one river in the world.) The difference between god and image is so carefully respected that there is no room for any “fetishistic confusion,” in which the image might be taken for the god itself; but, even so, man is explicitly summoned to revere the image — not, to be sure, the image as such, but the god in the image, “the god on his path.” This text refers to a processional image.

If man did not make vessels for the indwelling divine presence, and did not revere them, then the divine would withdraw from the sphere of human interaction and become unapproachable and indifferent to human concerns. The Egyptians experienced the Amarna period as such a case of divine absence, caused by irreverence for and even persecution of divine images. “If one cried to a god or a goddess, they would not listen; if an army was sent to Syria, it had no success,” we read in the restoration stela of Tutankhamun. The Egyptian, therefore, was convinced that the incessant service, feeding, dressing and adoring of divine images is of utmost importance. But, at the same time, he was perfectly aware of the fact that he was dealing with symbols, not with “real” gods or with gods in their “true” appearance.

The status of the gods as hidden and remote powers, only to be made present on earth by means of symbolization, is explained by a myth which narrates how once the gods lived on earth among men and were ruled, together with them, by the sun god, Re. But, then, man planned a revolt, in consequence of which the sun god (after a series of events which are not important here) finally separated himself and other gods from man by raising the sky high above the earth and withdrawing to this new celestial abode. Re gave the government over to his son, Shu, god of the air between heaven and earth, and as such the ideal mediator between what now became divided into the divine and the human — the celestial and the terrestrial — spheres.
meant, or was compensated by, the installation of the state. Thus, in a way, this withdrawal of the gods to heaven, and their separation from men, is a reassuring concept. For — in contrast to the Greek experience — the Egyptian gods are not to be encountered and experienced in everyday life. And it is this absence of the gods that makes room for a specifically human sphere of activity and responsibility — the state — which, despite or because of its being a divine institution, keeps the divine at a distance that must be bridged by “sacred signification.” The installation of the state amounts to the same thing as the installation of the cult. For the cult has become necessary by the separation of gods and men, and the state is in charge of the cult. This is its main function, besides the installation of justice in the human sphere:

Re has placed the king
On the earth of the living
For all eternity,
Judging men, satisfying gods,
Bringing Ma’at into being, annihilating Isfet.
He gives divine offerings to the gods
And mortuary offerings to the dead.18

3. The Cultic Scene

Cultic communication is based on the principle that there is no direct confrontation between god and man. Everything in such communication must be symbolic. On the side of the divine, we have the image representing the god. The human — but not merely human — partner in what might be called “sacred communication” does not approach the godhead in his own behalf, i.e., in behalf of his own person or concern. This more human partner, who is the king, symbolizes or represents something beyond himself, which is humanity as a whole. The king is the sole terrestrial being qualified to communicate with the gods because, according to Egyptian belief, sacred communication cannot take place between a god and a merely human being, but only between god and god. By virtue of his divine nature, the king is the one person able to communicate with the
gods, and able, as well, to delegate his power of communication to the priesthood. Therefore, the priest entering into the divine presence affirms:

I am a priest, son of a priest.

It is the king who sent me to see the god.¹⁹

But as soon as the priest begins to perform the fifty or more episodes of the daily ritual — offering oil, perfume, incense, libation, wine, milk, tissue, etc., to the cult image — and to accompany his actions with a spell, he introduces yet another level of symbolization and semiosis. And it is here that interpretation comes into play. For, here, the priest speaks not in the role of the king but in that of a particular god, whether Horus, Thoth, Anubis or any other.

I remove the seal, I loose the lock,
In order to offer the eye to its lord.
I am Thoth, who brings the holy eye to its lord,
Who satisfies Horus with his eye.²⁰
It is in the role of the king that the priest is able to assume the role of a god. He plays the god because a cultic spell is divine utterance. The cultic scene, therefore, implies three levels of symbolization: (1) a priest confronting a statue; (2) the king confronting a god; (3) a god (whose role is played by the king represented by the priest) conversing with another god. Each level has its own mode of symbolic expression. On Level 1 we have action, i.e., the priest offers something. On Level 2 we have pictorial representation, because it is precisely to this level — king before god — that the reliefs on temple walls and the vignettes in ritual papyri refer. And on Level 3 we have language. This tripartite system of religious symbolization is reminiscent of Greek mystery religions which are reported to imply the same three kinds of symbolic expression: (1) dromenon (what is to be done: action; (2) deiknumenon (what is to be shown: representation); (3) legomenon (what is to be said: language). In other words:

Level 1. priest officiating before a statue: action  
Level 2. king officiating before a god: representation  
Level 3. god conversing with a god: language

The point that I would like to stress herein is that Level 3 (language) refers to Levels 1 and 2 in the form of interpretation. What is said interprets what is “done” and “shown.” Let me illustrate this through three examples:

3.1 Example 1: Offering meat

The breast is the eye of Horus,  
The thigh is the testicles of Seth.  
As Horus is content with his eyes,  
Seth is content with his testicles,  
So (the god) is content with these choice meats.21

On Level 1 a priest places slices of meat on a fire before the cult image, i.e., the action that actually takes place in the temple. On Level 2 the king is doing the same before the god, but in a scene represented in relief on the temple wall.22 On Level 3 the priest recites the spell quoted above. The meat — pieces of
breast and thigh — is interpreted as the "eye of Horus" and the "testicles of Seth," in reference to the mythical combat between Horus and Seth in which Horus lost his eye and Seth his testicles. The offering is interpreted as, and turned into, a reenactment of the mythical episode, in which both of the injured parts are restored.
In this example, the original meaning of the action — feeding the god with roasted meat — is quite obvious, and the interpretation seems rather artificial. But there are other cases where the origin of the action is obscure, not only to us but already to the ancient Egyptians. This is particularly true for the cult of the Greco-Roman period, when both the repertoire of ritual actions and the methods of interpretive recitation became extremely enriched and elaborated, and a kind of semiotic inversion seems to have taken place during the process. Thus, whereas in earlier periods the principle meaning of a rite seems to have resided in the action — serving the god with food and drink, incense, libation, clothes and perfumes, flowers, etc. — later on the principle meaning seems to have resided in the interpretation — enacting a certain mythological or theological truth by performing a symbolizing rite. A good example of such an inversion is found in the rite of offering a lotus flower. During the New Kingdom flowers were offered to the gods along with perfumes, etc., as part of the daily and especially the festival service, in order to beautify and to make the terrestrial abode of the gods festive. In the Greco-Roman period, however, the offering of lotus became a cosmogonic rite, meant to release the cosmogonic energies necessary to support and continue the cosmic process. In other words, in the Late period, it was the meaning that became essential. Let us illustrate this point through another example from the Late period:

3.2 Example 2: Pulling the Chests

The rite of Pulling the Chests first appeared in the New Kingdom in connection with the festival of Sokar. The pictorial representation shows Pharaoh pulling four chests decorated with ostrich feathers, which are said to be filled with clothes. The original meaning must belong somewhere in the context of funerary rites, i.e., the procession of the funerary equipment to the tomb. This rite was highly prevalent in the temples of the Greco-Roman period, wherein the inscriptions relating to Level 3 (interpretive recitation) imbued the action with political meaning. In this instance the god for whom the rite was being executed was addressed:
Take Egypt united together.
You have conjoined the two lands as a whole.\textsuperscript{26}

In this text, the word "Egypt" (\textit{t3-mrj}) is a pun on "chest" (\textit{mrt}). The idea of "uniting" and "conjoining" is taken from the bindings with which the chests are wrapped ("conjoined"). The notion of wholeness is derived from the function of the chests as containers filled with clothes.
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In other texts it is even more explicit that the chests are Egypt and their content her inhabitants. These texts speak of "leading the people of Egypt," thereby playing with a word (\textit{hrp}) that means both "to consecrate" and "to lead." Here the rite of consecrating the chests assumes — on the basis of the mere phonetic assonance of some key words — the meaning "leading Egypt and her inhabitants." In cases where the rite is executed for Osiris, this god is offered the forty-two nomes or provinces of
Egypt, which are said to make up his body. This interpretation refers to the myth of the dismemberment of Osiris, whose body is said to have been torn apart after his death and his limbs dispersed throughout Egypt, each nome receiving one of them. The myth seems to anticipate not only the cult of relics so widespread in Early Christianity, but also the Christian idea of “ecclesia” — a new form of association and collective identity that constitutes the spiritual body of Christ in much the same way as the forty-two nomes of Egypt constitute the body of Osiris. Whereas the mrt-chests functioned as a symbol of Egypt and as the “container” of her inhabitants in the Late period, in the Osirian context it acquired an additional meaning: of symbolizing the conjoined body of Osiris, which the rite of consecrating the mrt-chests restores to him, and which in itself serves as a symbol of Egypt. This symbolism has very ancient roots. In his not yet published doctoral dissertation on the concept shm (“power”), Hubert Roeder shows the analogy of political and bodily unification underlying even the most ancient libation rites. For example, the lustration with the nmst-jar, in the ritual of Opening the Mouth, is interpreted as a reintegration of the body and as the assignment of political rule over the regions of Egypt.

If one looks carefully at the way in which these scenes are repeated with variations on temple walls of the Late period, one gets the impression that the pictorial or iconic element — the representation belonging to Level 2 — is much more fixed and stable than the inscriptive element — the recitation of Level 3 — where there is much more variation. There is, of course, no possibility of comparing these with what went on in Level 1 — the cultic performance itself.

Still, one gets the impression that it is the iconic element that underwent a kind of canonization in the process of being transmitted. In the ritual scroll of the Egyptians the iconic element of the cultic scene appears in the form of what is usually called a “vignette,” or an abbreviated form of what appears on the temple walls — which we have identified as Level 2. If we take these vignettes to constitute the constant and canonized element, we realize that the actions of Level 1 are enactments of the vignette, and that the recitations of Level 3 are its interpretations. The priests obviously felt free to change the texts.
belonging to Level 3 in order to expand the range of interpretation, to enrich the meaning and to adapt the rite to specific theological and mythological contexts. In other words, the fixed element — following this reconstruction — is the *deiknumenon*, whereas the *dromenon* is only the concrete enactment of what is shown in the picture, and the *legomenon* is an interpretation which may vary from temple to temple, from god to god, and from feast to feast. The temple reliefs of the Late period reflect a full-fledged tradition of ritual exegesis, a culture of interpretation ("Auslegungskultur") applied not to texts — as in the more-or-less contemporaneous Alexandrian and Jewish institutions of interpretation — but to pictures. However, this culture of interpretation is anything but a symptom of Hellenistic influence; on the contrary, it is deeply rooted in the Egyptian cult. This point may be illustrated by our third example, from a very early Egyptian ritual.
3.3 Example 3: Presenting the Qeni-Stomacher

The Dramatic Ramesseum Papyrus, dating from c. 1750 B.C. and containing a coronation or jubilee ritual in a redaction for Sesostris I (c. 1950 B.C.), almost certainly dates back to the Old Kingdom. The papyrus is divided horizontally into a text zone containing 139 vertical lines which refer to 47 different cult episodes ("scenes"), with a much smaller strip below containing 31 "vignettes" which refer to the same 47 scenes. Since these vignettes do not show the king before a godhead (as do temple reliefs), but show priests and cult objects instead, they refer to Level 1 rather than to Level 2. The texts consist partly of descriptive notes referring to Level 1 and partly of interpretive sentences referring to Level 3.
Taking Scene 33 in illustration, the vignette shows a priest whom a caption identifies as "lector-priest." Another caption has him say the following: "to recite: bring 12 stomachers, srmt-beer, 6-thread-tissue garments from purple tissue and ssf-tissue!" Both picture and text in this zone refer to Level 1. In the text zone above we read the following:  

It happened that the Qeni-stomacher  
Was brought by the lector priest. ...............Level 1  
This means Horus embracing his father  
And turning towards Geb. .........................Level 3  
Horus speaks to Geb: ...............................Level 3  
"I have embraced my father  
Until he grew healthy again." .......................Level 3  
Osiris ..............................................Level 2/3  
Qeni. ..............................................Level 1  
Seneb (the seam of the garment). ...............Level 1  
Buto (a town). ..................................Level 2/3

The ritual spell proper (printed in italics) must always be recited as a divine utterance in order to be effective. It relates to Level 1 by means of puns: the verb qnj ("to embrace") is homophonous with the name of the qnj-stomacher, and the verb snb ("to grow healthy") is homophonous with the word for "seam." These key words are repeated in a series of concluding notes: Osiris, Qeni, Seneb, Buto (the town where the mythical embrace between Osiris and Horus is believed to have taken place).

Each of the forty-seven scenes on the papyrus is structured the same way, i.e., each contains the decisive interpretive statement "it means" to bridge the distance between the world of gods and mythical events and the world of priests and ritual actions. The event in the divine world is presented as the "meaning" ("it means") of the cultic scene. Thus, the Presentation of the Qeni-Stomacher is interpreted as the embrace (qeni) between Osiris and Horus. This interpretive link between myth and ritual — between divine event and human actions — is obviously not a secondary development, but constitutes a basic principle of the Egyptian cult.

To return to our original premise, this principle is rooted in the completely symbolic character of the Egyptian cult, i.e., in
the connection between semiosis and interpretation. For nothing in the Egyptian cult is just what it appears to be. The priest is not a priest; the statue is not a statue; the sacrificial substances and requisites are not what they are usually. In the context of the ritual performance all acquire a special "mythical" meaning that points to something else in "yonder world." Thus, the priest assumes the role of a god and the statue the role of something other than its literal self. Everything in this sacred game becomes a kind of hieroglyph. The function of reading and constructing the meaning of these cultic hieroglyphs is conferred upon language, to the words spoken during the sacred action that constitutes Level 3. The worship of images — "idolatry" in the terminology of its adversaries — and the interpretive character of the Egyptian cult in general as well as of the role of language within the cult in particular, seem closely linked and interdependent. Idols function within a system of semiosis and interpretation; they are not holy in themselves, any more than words have meaning outside the language to which they belong or letters outside their own script.

4. Iconoclasm

The critique with which the Israelites confronted the system of ritual semiosis and interpretation is well known. If the whole system of symbolization is discarded, the statues lose their power of reference and turn into mere "matter." They are blind and deaf, completely dead, even when compared to the "living God," who is not to be represented by statues and not to be approached by means of sacramental magic or mythological impersonation. The ideas of a living God and of unmediated communication bridge the semiotic distance between the signifier and the signified. But Egyptian religion was confronted with the same kind of radical criticism from both without and within. I am referring here to the Amarna revolution of the fourteenth century B.C., when King Akhenaten founded the first new religion in the history of mankind. This religion was not, however, the invention or revelation of something completely unrelated to traditional Egyptian ways; it was primarily the transformation or even inversion of traditional religion, its negation in the form
of an affirmation of its opposite. Thus we again find, at the core of the new religion, the typical cultic scene — king officiating before god — with which we are already familiar. There we see the king, usually accompanied by his wife and daughters, his hands raised in adoration, before an altar heaped with offerings. From above, the solar disk dispenses sunlight, its downward-extended rays ending in hands which touch the offerings and give in exchange the signs of "life" and "dominion" to the noses of Pharaoh and the queen.

Figure 6
The difference between this and the traditional scheme does not seem very obvious. Also, in traditional religion the cultic scene is basically an exchange of some sacramental gift for some form of divine energy or blessing, such as life, health, stability, power, dominion or prosperity. The difference lies in the complete abolition of the three-level-structure of symbolization. What is shown on the representational level (2) in the wall reliefs of tombs and temples seems a very faithful rendering of what happened on Level 1, ritual action. There is no delegation or substitution, neither of the king by the priests, nor — what is more important here — of the god by a statue. Level 3 seems altogether absent. There are no speeches or spells which transpose the cultic action into the realm of mythical events and signification by sacramental interpretation. We are left with one exclusive level of meaning, where the king officiates in person, and where the god is likewise present in real and non-symbolic form, viz., in the form of light.

This is because the god of the Amarna religion is not just the sun but the “living sun.” The texts are precise in this respect. The word “Aten,” in the Amarna texts, is not the name of the god but merely denotes the sun as a celestial body, here as everywhere else in Egyptian texts. Where the god is meant, the texts add cnh “living.” This addition might well have a similar polemical, anti-idolatric meaning as the divine epithet hayyim in Biblical texts. Compared to the “living sun,” the statues and objects of the traditional cult appear dead, as inert matter: “They have ceased, one after the other, whether of precious stones, [gold], [...].” Thus reads a tantalizingly fragmentary text about the traditional gods, represented by statues and turned into dead matter, whereas the “Aten,” “[who himself gave birth] to himself, and no one knows the mystery of [his origin]” cannot be captured by means of iconic representation. The traditional gods were made of precious stones, and the craftsmen knew how to make them. The god of Akhenaten is his own maker and therefore unknown to human iconography:

The One who built himself by himself,
No craftsman knows him.

In both Amarna and in Israel, the idea of “life” seems to exclude the use of intermediary symbolisms, which it reduces to
"dead" idols. However, the use of symbols seems to exclude the idea of a real or living presence of the symbolized. Symbolic presence presupposes real absence, and vice versa. The epithet "living" therefore points to a kind of presence which excludes and discards symbols: it has an unmistakably iconoclastic connotation. The living sun, as well as the living god, negates the indirect life of statues, of cult images and destroys the intermediary realm of symbolic action mediating between the here and the not-here, the now and the not-now, on which the traditional cult is based.

But what is perhaps more important in the context of "religion and interpretation" is the way in which this iconoclastic shift affects the third level of cultic symbolization, that of language. The change seems as fundamental here as on the level of iconic representation. For here the negation or rejection is directed against the magical power of language. Idolatry and magic seem to be closely interrelated.\(^37\) The connection between magic and interpretation may not, however, be immediately self-evident. It has to be seen in the transformative power of interpretation. This power, for which the Egyptian language has a special word, \(3\text{hw}\),\(^38\) turns a piece of meat into the eye of Horus, the offering of a stomacher into the performance of a life-restoring embrace and the consecration of four chests into a confirmation of political rule. The object or the action becomes what it means. It is precisely this transformative power which requires that the words be spoken as divine utterance, in the role of a god. Interpretation means transformation.

Now we can understand that the specific negativity of symbols, which makes them seem "dead" to the iconoclast and which lies in the fact that they presuppose the absence of what they stand for and re-present, necessarily implies a strong belief in a particular representational and transformative power of language. In Egypt ritual interpretation is transformative interpretation. It is part of the ritual itself. Transformation, as well as interpretation, are based on analogy. If \(A\) is to be transformed into/interpreted as \(B\), an analogy between \(A\) and \(B\) has to be established. Most frequently and typically (but by no means exclusively), this analogy is found on the level of language and in the form of assonance: between \(mrt\) "chest" and \(t3\cdot mrj\) "Egypt," between \(qnj\) "stomacher" and \(qnj\) "to embrace," etc.
Language provides a network of connections and correspondences where everything coheres and which the priest and the magician use for the purposes of sacramental interpretation.

Over the course of time, sacramental interpretation developed into an art of considerable complexity. Above and beyond the surface structure of religion, actions and representations developed an immense universe of significations. At the end of this process, which was reached in the Greco-Roman period, cultic life turned into a mysteriously enigmatic game and the Sphinx became, very justly, the symbol of ancient Egyptian religion. The more there was to interpret, the more mysterious the rites became. The dialectics of interpretation and arcanization led to a cultural split between a surface structure of religious practices of sometimes appalling absurdity (e.g., the burial cult of sacred animals) and a deep structure of religious philosophy, which finally developed into hermetism, where the sacerdotal science of Egyptian paganism and the philosophical religion of neo-Platonism met to form the last stage of Egyptian religion.
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